the assessment process. Even ‘raters’ are subjective, and training individuals in rating is “an intractably subjective process” (p. 160). However, we can still improve the validity and reliability of proficiency tests. Leeson gives us guidelines to do so. This chapter also looks at training student interpreters. Leeson suggests using guided self-assessments among students and giving them self-analytic toolkits and a meta-language for self-reflection.

Hessmann et al. (p. 177-198) advertise the European Master’s Sign Language Interpreting (EUMASLI) project, emphasizing the importance of building an interpreting research community. The authors state that the relationship between research and professional training must be conceptualized to overcome the limitations of the previous Masters-level training program. A current limitation is lack of engagement with the research. Hessmann et al. propose that “the best way to engage with research is by doing research” (p. 178), and the project offers this possibility. A main focus of the EUMASLI program is to provide sign language interpreting practitioners with theoretical support and conceptual tools “to allow for a research-oriented approach to the professional field” (p. 178). The project’s European background has served to diversify and enrich international cooperation, offering an opportunity to cross-fertilize within the multilingual interpreting research pool. Passionate and optimistic about the project, the authors stress that input from people is a key factor in achieving its goals.

Swabey and Nicodemus (p. 241-258) call attention to the urgent investigations required in “bimodal (sign language/spoken language) interpreting” in US healthcare systems. The authors first signal the conspicuous lack of research on interpreted discourse in healthcare settings and present an overview of the demand for bimodal interpreting from various perspectives. They conclude that the development of SLI healthcare specialization within bimodal interpreting can benefit the “propagation of research in this domain” (p. 254).

Peterson (p. 199-223) is a sign language interpreter with 40 years of experience. He argues that the work of Video Relay Service (VRS) (an SLI video call service) does not qualify as a form of interpreting. He began his VRS work in 2003 and has since witnessed what he sees as the depressing and dehumanized state of the profession. He concludes that these interpreters should be excluded from the interpreting profession and they should accept the FCC’s rebranding of video interpreters as Communication Assistants. Peterson’s argument reflects the embarrassing situation of the interpreting industry, and his complaint is reinforced by his dedication to this profession.

To give us insight into the deaf community, Adam and Stone (p. 225-239) describe the development of this community from a historical perspective. The histories of interpreters are largely unknown because few records exist and references are poor. The authors worked diligently to uncover a past story that was essentially lost. They describe the history of interpreting and deaf interpreters with examples ranging from 18th-century Europe to the interesting case of Martha’s Vineyard in the United States. Adam and Stone argue that the history of deaf interpreters helps us understand our present situation and this historical approach also lets us rediscover and foresee new aspects of interpreting and deaf interpreters.

This volume provides readers with papers from a single conference that addressed comprehensive topics. It demonstrates the research advancements and progress made in the professionalization of the SLI community. The chapters together express a consensus: that there is a need to emphasize and reinforce research, refine methodological approaches, and engage in professional training. Advances in Interpreting Research: Inquiry in Action is an excellent collection that discusses why we should research the field of interpreting and what we can do with the research. Many exciting challenges and opportunities co-exist in this field.

JIEHAI LIU
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Ricardo Silva-Santisteban (1941) is a Peruvian poet, essayist and translator with a long history in the literary editorial field in his country. Additionally, he is a professor of comparative literature at the Pontificial Catholic University of Peru and current President of the Academia Peruana de la Lengua (Peruvian Language Academy). His
research activity is closely related to his interest in the publication of translations during the colonial and republican periods of Peruvian history, translations which include, first of all, literary texts translated into Spanish from other Romance, Germanic and Asian languages, as well as literary texts from Peruvian native languages into Spanish. His production regarding translation history can be appreciated in the five volumes of his Antología general de la traducción en el Perú (General Anthology of Translation in Peru), his contribution to the Diccionario histórico de la traducción en Hispanoamérica (Historical Translation Dictionary of Hispanic America; Lafarga and Pegenaute 2013) and the book being reviewed.

Professor Silva-Santisteban’s editorial interest helps us understand both the content and the function of Breve historia de la traducción en el Perú (Brief History of Translation in Peru, Spanish edition) within the framework of Translation Studies. With three clearly-defined sections – a descriptive historical essay, a bibliographic section and a directory of translators and translations – Breve historia de la traducción en el Perú is a useful consultation registry to obtain names and information about several manuscripts and literary works translated in Peru or by Peruvian translators within the period starting from the Spanish Conquest, through the rise and fall of the Viceroyalty and up to the founding of the Republic and current times.

The first section, the descriptive historical essay, which shares its name with the book title, presents accurate historical data about the production of translations in Peru. It includes publication dates for translations, some biographical data of translators and authors, brief passages aimed towards contextualizing the time of production of the texts, and some other passages regarding text style and literary criticism. While the information is organized chronologically, the accumulation of information (particularly dates) renders the essay dense and not easy to read in spite of its briefness. Although few, the passages where the author further elaborates the political or cultural changes that sparked those translations are a breath of fresh air. In these segments of the text, the essay takes a narrative tone that brings it closer to history.

The information on the second and third sections seems to be a supplement to the essay. In the case of “Contribución a la bibliografía de la traducción en el Perú” (Contribution to Translation Bibliography in Peru), the author presents information from a series of studies and anthologies about literary translation. Since there is no introductory note for this section, or for the book as a whole, we can assume that some of the books referenced contain academic-historical prologues or introductions about (literary) translation. The last section of the book “Traductores” (Translators), presents complete bibliographic information about translations performed by Peruvian translators. Unlike the information presented in the first section, the data is organized chronologically according to the date of birth of the translators, whose names are used as subtitles for the group of works they translated.

It is worth noting that professor Silva-Santisteban has been publishing for the past seven years his Antología general de la traducción en el Perú, a monolingual corpus that includes literary translations in chronological order covering the period between the 16th century and the first half of the 20th century. Both works, Breve historia de la traducción en el Perú and the Anthology are resources that complement each other and serve as a tool to continue developing the historical studies of literary translation in Peru. It is important to highlight the adjective literary, since the selection of translators and translations contained in both books maintains a special link to non-contemporary literature (sacred and secular). The exclusion of other types of translators, translations and literature are evidence of professor Silva-Santisteban’s poetics regarding literariness. However, this is not to be taken negatively, but rather as the application of good methodological criteria in selecting the object of study.

Within the structure of translation studies proposed by James Holmes (1988) in his 1972 presentation, history, together with meta-theory, occupies a more recent position than pure and applied studies where the debate space about translation ontology and ethics is concerned. This means that history of translation is necessary for the development of translation studies because it enables us to answer questions regarding the role of translation was through time, how it has been used, who acted in its development and why it now serves certain functions. For example, historical perspectives of translation help us understand how translation has become a globalized service after also being a practice that capitalized on the assets of different cultures, with dominance or positioning as a purpose.

Consequently, historical studies about translation represent a necessary work despite the fact that, depending on their scope and approach, research results collaborate in a differentiated manner. In this sense, professor Silva-Santisteban’s book is an initial work towards addressing the history of translation in Peru. Based on the criteria set forth by Woodsworth (2001), Breve historia de la traducción en el Perú is a compilation of historical data regarding the translating activity and its outputs brought together in an effort to establish
a narration. However, as mentioned above, the passages that bring together the information listed and the narrative are scarce and inefficient. To this end, the essay does not constitute real history (understood as the events of the past recounted in narrative form), but rather an archeology work.

As explained by Pym (1998), the archeology of translation implies a valuable and fascinating effort to gather information on who translated what, for whom and when. From a methodological perspective, archeological studies are central since they allow the gathering of information and their results are descriptions that can entail future explanatory or interpretative studies. Undoubtedly, Silva-Santisteban’s work surpasses the description of historical data with some passages that contextualize the translations produced. However, the relationships between the facts, the actors and discourses still need to be established, something that would render this work as a historiography of translation in Peru.

These types of relationships originate when considering the translator as a subject whose position can be intersected by different discourses dealing with culture, economy, and race, among other conditions that arose in the past and are still current. After all, the history of any cultural practice is valuable because it helps understand its current conditions and it distances us, in the case of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology. While the academic production in Peru in the area of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology. While the academic production in Peru in the area of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology. While the academic production in Peru in the area of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology. While the academic production in Peru in the area of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology. While the academic production in Peru in the area of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology. While the academic production in Peru in the area of translation, from any attempt of naturalization or essentialism related to indigenous languages, western languages and their speakers. Only a few years away from celebrating Peru’s bicentennial, it is relevant to view translation from a critical historical perspective. Perhaps the steps to be taken include an approximation to theoretical translation studies, its production related to cultural studies or the so-called socio-translatology.

Consequently, as a translation archeology work, Breve historia de la traducción en el Perú may be a first step towards critical historiography of translation in Peru.

IVÁN VILLANUEVA JORDÁN
Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas, Lima, Perú
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Dans le contexte d’une Europe qui se veut unie et tente de rapprocher les cultures et les langues, il n’est pas étonnant que les traductologues fassent des efforts concrets pour concevoir des ouvrages de formation à l’image de leur grande société métissée. C’est le cas des auteurs de La traduction trilingue: traduire du français vers l’anglais et l’espagnol. Fruit d’une collaboration entre Oscar Torres Vera, professeur agréé de traduction en langues étrangères appliquées (LEA) à l’Université Paris 13 et le terminologue John Humbley, professeur à l’Université Paris Diderot – Paris 7, ce manuel est destiné aux étudiants en langues étrangères appliquées. L’intention des auteurs est de fournir un manuel qui accompagne l’étudiant dès le début de sa formation jusqu’à sa troisième année de licence. Hybride, dans le sens où il tire son origine de la traduction didactique (apprentissage de la traduction dans le cadre d’une formation d’enseignement des langues), tout en tendant vers les préceptes de la traduction professionnelle mis de l’avant par Jean Delisle (qui a d’ailleurs préféré l’ouvrage), La traduction trilingue représente un pas de plus dans l’évolution des manuels de formation – français, il va sans dire. Non pas que les auteurs aient été les premiers à penser à aborder les trois langues dans un même ouvrage;